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Company Name

Shanghai Sunrise Simcom Limited

Shanghai Mobiletek Communication Ltd

Electrocommunication

Shanghai Renle Science & Technology Co., Ltd

Electrocommunication

Shanghai Huijue Network Communication
Equipment Co.,Ltd

Introduction
Shanghai Sunrise SimcomLimited was established in 1993, which is the leading mobile communications
and wireless solutions enterprise.
Shanghai sunrise simcom Limited who have mastered the core technology of wireless communications
and mobile handset development. These mobile handset solutions are used by both leading domestic
mobile handset and well-known multinational handset manufacturers.We are able to design and develop
multi-platform mobile communications terminal solutions ranging from 2.5G, 3G to 3.5G .giving it
leadership in the area in the domestic market.
We can supply stand-alone intelligent equipments, production line transformation and integration.
The company was founded in 2009 and is one of the leaders in Internet of Things (IoT). We offer
wireless technology and solutions, including 2G/3G/4G wireless modules , GPS/GNSS modules, NB-IoT
modules, and wireless applications which are consistently integrated with our latest wireless technology
for global customers.
Mobiletek maintains its successful strategy of enabling our customers with intelligent wireless technology
and is a one-stop-shop, with testing, manufacturing and warehouse solutions including logistics and
packaging, etc., so our customers can keep moving forward and accept the new challenges. Mobiletek’s
Headquarter is located in Shanghai and Mobiletek operates Chengdu R&D Center and Shenzhen
manufacturing site for the company to provide excellent service, with help from our worldwide branches,
partners and distributors, we are able to provide IoT solutions and services to customers worldwide.
The company covers a total area of 100,000 square meters, including 85,000 square meters of
workshops. We are a designer and product provider of energy saving system for smart electric industry,
as well as an integrator of solutions for control system. Renle’s products include LV/MV/HV motor soft
starter, LV/MV/HV frequency inverter (VFD or AC drive), smark electric equipment, new energy electric
equipment and complete sets of LV/HV power transmission and distribution equipment etc. The products
are widely used in different kinds of industries and fields, such as textile, papermaking, machine tools,
packing, food and lifting etc. They are perfectly used for crusher, compressor, winch, drawbench, transfer
cart, feeder, mixer, spinning machine, cigarette making machine, injection molding machine, submersible
pumps and other mechanical equipment. Renle’s products are well exported to many countries and
areas in the world.Renle’s products have been used as parts of complete national key projects, such as
Expo 2010 Shanghai China, 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Yangshan Deepwater Port Project of
Shanghai International Shipping Center, Shanghai Pudong Airport, Shanghai Hongqiao Airport, the
Three Gorges Project, Gansu Satellite Launching Center, South-to-North Water Diversion Project, Westto-East Natural Gas Transmission Project, China National Petroleum Corp. and SINOPEC etc. The
products receive unanimous appraise from the customers for excellent quality and perfect after-sales
service.Renle will continually develop energy saving, high efficient, precise and humanized products, as
well as help customers realize economic transformation and industrial upgrading with unique industrial
control technology, advanced and applicable innovation products and profoundly integrated solution. In
addition, Renle will speed up its pace of internationalization, satisfy the customers with quality and try to
become a world renowned professional supplier of smart electric equipment!
Shanghai Huijue Network Communication Equipment Co.,Ltd(HJ Network) is the leading supplier,
manufacturer and solution provider for telecom and communication products as below:
1. FTTX Products (ODN)
2. Optical Fiber Components
3. Outdoor Cabinets and Solution
4. Data Center Cabinets and Solution
5. Wireless Solution(Base Station Antennas, Smart City Solution)
HJ Network was established in 2001, with Group Headquarter in Shanghai of China, covers area more
than 10000 square meters. And our mass production factory locates in Jiangsu province, covers the area
more than 50000 square meters.
Our products are widely used in the industries of Telecom, Data center, Power, Electricity, New Energy
and so on, with good logo reputation in China and foreign market. We are leading supplier to telecom
operators, China Mobile, China Telecom and China Unicom, also supply to vendors China Tower,
Huawei, ZTE, and Tecent and Alibaba for Data Center. Our products also sell to worldwide, such as
USA, Europe, Middle East, Southeast Asia, Australia, and so on.
We can make customized product, and serve you with high quality, we have strict quality control system

Contact

Address：Room B613 , NO.528 Nianjiabang
Road, Shanghai
Tel：+86-21-38230386
Fax：+86-2138230386
Email：13524403578@163.com

Address: 11F, NO.107, Yangdang Road,
Shanghai
Tel: +86-13601649005
Fax: +86-021-53869990
Email: mingtongltd@126.com

Address: NO. 89 Ningbo Road, Shanghai
Tel: +86-021-63290933
Fax: +86-021-63298267
Email: info@mostacw.com
Website: www.mostacw.com

Address: Room 1201, NO.1, Lane 66, Huayuan
Road, Shanghai
Tel: +86-021-61435796
Fax: +86-021- 61435792
Email: saiyiint@163.com
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Shanghai MRDcom Co., Ltd
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SHANGHAI BAUD DATA COMMUNICATION CO.,
LTD
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Gw Electric (Shanghai) Co., Ltd.
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Shanghai Baiyuda Industry Co., Ltd.
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Shanghai Delta International Trading Co., Ltd.
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Shanghai Golden Future Industrial Co., Ltd.
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Shanghai Meken Testing Instruments Co., Ltd.

MRDcom is located in Zhangjiang Hi-Tech Park, Shanghai. MRDcom is a high-tech enterprise committed
to the development of industrial products and industrial solutions. The products and systems solutions of
its internationally renowned brand MRD Meridian are widely used in different industries, such as Industrial
Control, Road、Bridge and Tunnel,
MRDcom owns the most advanced multi-core real-time platform and has registered many patents such as
MRDRing+，MRDRing.MRDcom also introduces many advanced technologies such as MPLS and
IEEE1588 into industrial products and solutions which make the products and solutions of MRD Meridian
with extremely high market competitiveness and make MRD Meridian the First-Brand of IIoT in China

Address: Room 305, 1# BUILDING, NO.1328,
Hengnan Road, Shanghai
Tel: +86-021-22817788
Fax: +86-021- 51687788
Email: ouhon@ouhon.com
Website: www.ouhon.com

Shanghai Baud Data Communication Co., Ltd (BDCOM), founded in 1994, is now one of China’s leading
suppliers of networking and communication solutions. BDCOM invented all by itself the first X.25 NIC and
the first commercialized router in China. Since then BDCOM has been in the vanguard of networking and
communication technologies. Up to now, BDCOM's switches, EPON products, routers and network
Address: NO.5151-19, Shenjiang South Road,
security devices have been widely applied in many areas like the banking system, education system,
Pudong New Dist, Shanghai 201314, China
government and even the defense system in China, which stimulate their leapfrog development in an era
Tel: +86-021-68150132
of information technology.
Fax: +86-021- 68150132
Email: sh_weijie@yeah.net
In order to bring customers better service, BDCOM sets up South, North and Northwest China Service
Website: www.sh-weijie.com
Centers and service branches in 32 big cities across China, forming a sound service network with
nationwide coverage and quick response.BDCOM is gradually evolving into an international corporation.
Its products are well sold in key countries in Asia, Europe, America and Australia and a batch of foreign
offices are founded accordingly to provide high-quality products and good service directly.
GW Electric (SHANGHAI) Co., Ltd. is a leading motor manufactory established in 1952, formerly known
Address: room 1506, building B, no.3737,
as SMM, JLM and Shanghai Regal-Beloit & Jinling Co., Ltd. (A joint-venture with Regal-Beloit since
hongxin road, jing 'an district, Shanghai
2002). The JV has manufactured motors for LEESON, MARATHON and LINCOLN. In 2014, the
http://www.jghb360.com
company became part of the GW Industrial Group Co., Ltd. Our scope of business is designing,
manufacturing and selling DC motors, fractional horsepower AC motors including single phase and three Tel: +86 021-33876200
phase motors with NEMA and IEC standards. We provide after-sales and technical consulting services for Fax: +86 021-33876201
E-mail: 603570725 @qq.com
our customers. Our company owns a UL and CSA approved laboratory with certification facilities for
testing.
Shanghai Baiyuda Industry Co., Ltd. is an excellent and professional foreign trade company, which is
registered in Pudong District, Shanghai. Our company is engaged in the main business of importing and
Address: block D, 19 / f, 18 caoxi north road,
exporting mechanical and electrical equipment and parts. And the company is establishing trade deals
Shanghai
together with a dozen countries, especially a close trade relationship with Eastern Europe and the
Tel: +86 21 6427 7375
commonwealth of independent states. And the current businesses are involving in the proprietary trading
fax :(86 21)6468 6809
in the fields of automobile, engineering machinery, mining machinery, castings and forgings, slurry
E-mail:alan.xu@china-xinhua.com
pumps, textile, etc. The principal-agent for import and export, the border trade and the Free Trade Zone
business, and so on.
Address: Room 1513, No.59 Nanchang Road,
Shanghai Delta International Trading Co., Ltd. is one of major companies exporting fassteners from
Shanghai
China. Founded in 1995 with ISO 9001:2008 certifated. Exported to more than 60 countries including
Tel: +86-021-63844621
USA, Germany, UK, Frence, Japan, etc. We supply most of bolts, nuts and washers, as DIN, ISO, UK ,
Fax: +86-021-53510848
IFI, ANSI, etc. With material of carbon steel, stainless steel, brass, copper and alluminum.
Email: jwayne@126.com
Shanghai Golden Future Industrial Co., Ltd. is a professional foreign trade import and export trade
Address:8F, No.127,Guotong Road, Shanghai
company, to carry out domestic and foreign trade, Sino foreign joint ventures, cooperative production,
Tel: +86-021-50801198
entrepot trade and other forms of business. Mainly engaged in commercial air conditioning equipment,
Fax: +86-021- 50801198
central air conditioning terminal products, as well as concrete truck mixer, concrete batching buliding,
Email: tangogawa@163.com
concrete machinery parts, etc. Another agent of the import and export of other commercial products.
Website: www.soochen.com
Shanghai Meken is a high-tech company specialized in testing instrument development, design, and
integration. We provide our customers with high-end integrated testing system. Our sales team is staffed
with excellent talents with hands-on and rich experiences in testing instrument industry. Our main product
Address: NO.1082, Jiaxin Road, Jiading District,
line consists of computer-controlled electro-hydraulic servo fatigue testing system, stress and corrosion
Shanghai
testing system, computer-controlled electro-magnetic high frequency fatigue system, electronic universal
Tel: +86-21-59156377、59156277、59156278
testing system, impact testing system, electronic twist testing system, etc. Meken also provides wide
Mob: +86-15216669995
range of middle and high end customized system according to different requirements from different
Fax: +86-21-59156399
customers. Our testing systems are widely applied in various industries such as auto, aviation, metal
QQ: 1587889833
industry, plastic, rubber, chemistry, building material and biomedicine, etc.Meken always respects our
customer’ssatisfaction. Our mission is to be the best partner of our customer with innovated idea,
advanced technology and professional service.
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Shanghai Weijie Clothing Machinery Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Vostosun Industrial Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Weijie Clothing Machinery Co., Ltd. is a professional manufactory located in Shanghai city
China, specialized in manufacturing and exporting garment pressing equipment and other clothing
machine, we engaged in this industry and have been a world leader in garment finishing equipment
technology for over 25 years. Our products range covered high-end iron suit production lines series,
shirts ironed line series, preshrinking fabrics series, fusing press machine, needle detector machine ect.
We are strong in technology force and production strength, as a garment finishing equipment solutions
supplier, we always keep developing garment finishing equipment as our primary goal, has been
committed to the garment finishing equipments research and innovation of technology, leading the
Chinese apparel industry continues to develop and breakthrough, through a wide range of customers to
provide professional and comprehensive products, services and Solutions.
Shanghai Vostosun Industrial Co., Ltd. has over 10 years experience of overseas centralized
procurement and supply and customer service in construction, roads, mines and other engineering
equipment, making consortiuming with the domestic high-quality business strategic investment
cooperative partner, already established mature international marketing and after-sale service network
system for worldwide various regions, having brance in Russia, Kazakhstan, United Arab Emirates and
other places, having various euipment show and accessories warehouse in various places , our services
across Eastern Europe, Central Asia, Africa, South America, Middle East, Southeast Asia and others
which are more than 30 countries and regions.
A professional consulting team proficient in Chinese, English, Russian, Spanish and Portuguese etc.;
Committing to providing a variety of industrial and engineering equipment for the supply chain system for
engineering projects all over the world; Professional consulting service system of equipment optimizing
configuration; Suppliers /manufacturers networking resources with reasonable price and reliable quality;
Fast, in-time delivery, transportation, custom clearance etclogistic management system; On-site
installation, training, technical support and spare parts supply management; Flexible and various
international settlement system and international financing channels.
We pursue “integrity, expertise, efficiency, service, gratitude and achieve” as our core philosophy and
committed to be a leading one-stop equipment procurement and overall solution service expertise in
building, road, mining industrial.

Shanghai Hanliang Biotechnology Co., Ltd.

Shanghai hanliang biotechnology co., LTD. (hereinafter referred to as Shanghai hanliang) on January 8,
was founded in 2016, registered capital of 5 million yuan, management professional in the field of
biological science and technology, computer technology development, technology consulting,
technology services, technology transfer, medical apparatus and instruments, computer hardware and
software sales and maintenance, office supplies, cleaning supplies, daily provisions, home appliance,
mechanical and electrical products, instruments, building materials sales, cleaning services, virescence
maintenance, family services. Is a high starting point, high standard, high quality medical equipment and
service sales enterprises. Shanghai hanliang, based on the principle of people-oriented and customeroriented, serves customers and provides customers with a comprehensive and comprehensive solution.
Shanghai hanliang has a good foothold on the economic capital of Shanghai, relying on geographical
advantages such as resource integration, talents, information, annual growth rate of more than 30% for
the company since its inception, with annual sales of 1 million yuan, the sales of products is more than
60, Shanghai hanliang had him adhering to the "unyielding and amiable atmosphere, people-oriented,
customers first, corporate culture, in the increasingly fierce market competition out of a standardized
development road, to become a regional inside and outside the first among the peers.

Shanghai Jiuyuankang Medical Equipment Co. Ltd

Shanghai jiuyuankang medical medical instrument co., LTD. (hereinafter referred to as the source of
Shanghai jiuyuankang) was established in November 23, 2012, the registered capital of 2 million yuan,
sales Ⅲ, Ⅱ medical apparatus and instruments, computer hardware and software, office supplies,
cleaning supplies, household appliances, mechanical and electrical products, electronic products,
instruments and meters and department store sales; Cleaning service, conference services; Technical
development, technical consultation, technology transfer and technical service in medical device and
computer field. Is a high starting point, high standard, high quality medical equipment and service sales
enterprises. Shanghai jiuyuankang is a people-oriented and customer-oriented tenet to serve customers
and provide customers with a comprehensive and comprehensive solution.
Shanghai jiuyuankang, rooted in the Chinese economy capital of Shanghai, relying on geographical
advantages such as resource integration, talents, information, annual growth rate of more than 30% for
the company since its inception, with annual sales of 10 million yuan, the sales of products is more than
60, Shanghai jiuyuankang will be adhering to the "unyielding and amiable atmosphere, people-oriented,
customers first, corporate culture, in the increasingly fierce market competition out of a standardized
development road, become one of the best areas inside and outside the peer.

Address: No. 1010 Taihe road, Baoshan district,
Shanghai，China.
TEL: +86-021-33872553
fax: +86-021-56666685
E-mail:xyw@csnta.org

Address: room 709, C building, tongji union
square, 1388 siping road, Shanghai
Website: http://www.yamio.cn
Tel: +86 21 65683859, +86 13801986876
Fax: +86 21 65664453
E-mail: lindawei@yamio.cn

Address: Room 309, building 8, no. 6, lane 58,
hexuan road, jiading district, Shanghai
Tel: 86-021-60296060
E-mail: emperorsun@126.com

Address: no. C528, 668 east Beijing road,
huangpu district, Shanghai
Phone: 021-53081661
fax: 021-53081991
website: www.sh-jingying.com
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Shanghai Eminent Off-Shore Engineering Co., Ltd

Shanghai Joygoal Food Machinery Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Origin Vehicle Service Group Corp.,Ltd

Five Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd

Oelincom Technologies Inc.

Eminent Off-shore Engineering Co., Ltd. is located in Jinshan District, South of the downtown of
Shanghai city, adjacent to the north of famous Bridge of Hangzhou sea-bay. The advantaged
geography location and convenient traffic condition is benefit for its development.Eminent registered
capital is 50 million, be with AAA bank credit standing and got the ISOO9001 QC certificate approved by
CCS in 2004. It was awarded as keeping faith by government office of business administration and last
out four years to be award as high-tech enterprise by Shanghai government. It covers an area of
199，800 square meters, including more than 10，000 square meter workshop .It has excellent
processing and testing equipments, perfect testing methods and more than 200 processing and welding
equipments. It employs over 100 staffs, including 30 engineering designers and 10 advanced skilled
workers. To important type of work in production (eg. Inspection, electrician, welder, lathman, safety
supervisor and painter), all workers shall be with certificate on mount guard. Led by the Board of
Directors, focus on high-start investment and getting ahead long run plan, the company sets up a
modern management team with advanced science idea, high skills, and good ability in trade. All this
makes the company enjoys superb management and technical advantages, and gradually forms its own
culture
In many years, the company has kept a close eye on the new process technologies in international
harbors and petrochemical areas, absorbing advanced technologies of the same products at home and
abroad, positively cooperates with related science research institutes and universities. The technical
development staff design and develop products with CAD, PDM and FEA. So the company keep the
modern concept on design and management. We had own’s enterprise standard for Quick Release Hook
and Gangway Tower approved by local quality controlling office(the number of approved is Q/TMXW1Shanghai Joygoal Food Machinery Co., Ltd. is a company devote to the field of foos machinery. It is a
comprehensive enterprise which integrates research, development, manufacture, installation and
maintence. We have advanced equipments, rich experience, high-qualified scientific researchers and
professional staff for the after-sales services.
Shanghai Origin Vehicle Service Group Co., Ltd. is an automotive import and export trade and
automobile retail technology innovation enterprise.
The company has branches in the main automobile ports in China, and operates the main bonded
warehouses in various automobile ports. It is an important partner for the high level vehicles entering the
Chinese market.
At the same time, the company has the overseas business authorization of a leading technology
electric vehicles factory, we are managing to develop overseas markets for this Chinese innovative, new
energy and new technology company.
At the same time, the company has invested in R & D of commercial APP in the field of domestic
automobile retail, and set off a new mode of domestic and high-end import vehicle retail innovation.
The company's main new energy pure electric vehicle production base is located in Shandong
province of China, the factory attaches great importance to the research and development of advanced
scientific research and technology. All production lines have reached the top standard in the world, and
have become the fastest developing new energy automobile production enterprises in the industry.
The address of the office of Shanghai Technology (Shanghai) Co., Ltd. is located in the big city of
China, the demon Shanghai, China (Shanghai) free trade test area, 2 Li Shizhen Road, one floor 21072108, registered in the market supervision and Management Bureau of the free trade area on 04 month
2017, with the registered capital of 5 million RMB and 1 in the company's development. In the year, we
have always provided our customers with good products and technical support and good after-sales
service. Our company mainly deals with technology development, technology service, technical
consulting, technology transfer in the field of information technology, new energy technology, electronic
technology, contract energy management, enterprise management consulting, machinery and electronic
products. The sales of instruments, communication equipment, air conditioning equipment, refrigeration
equipment, security equipment, computer software and hardware and auxiliary equipment are engaged
in the import and export business of goods and technology. We must have approved projects and carry
out business activities after approval by the relevant departments. We have good products and
professional
sales and technical
teams. in the fields of astronomy, aerospace, aerospace, high energy
Oelincom Technologies
Inc. specializes
laser, optical semiconductors, national defense, security and scientific research, providing high quality
optical materials, photoelectric detection devices, optoelectronic custom products, advanced
optoelectronic manufacturing and testing equipment, Related technology transfer, and international
technical cooperation and other services.The company is committed to tracking the world's advanced
technology, focused on continuing to provide the world's leading products and technology solutions. In
the process of development has been the United States Corning company, France SAFRAN Group, the
United States Materion (Advanced Williams Material, CERAC), the Belgian space sun center, Germany
AIM company in China's special optical materials and equipment in the field of the only authorized or
exclusive agent qualifications.

Address: no. 333, fengcun road, fengxian
district, Shanghai
Website: www.hj-network.com
Tel: +86 21 57471000
Fax: +86 21 3747000
Email address: robert@hj-net.com

Address: 3B, building 2, lane 1328, yan 'an west
road, changning district, Shanghai
Website:http://www.artgift.cn
Tel: +86 021-52587758
Fax: +86 021-52580557
E-mail: 690282492 @qq.com

Address: municipal district of Shanghai nanhui
zhoupu town built house road 8 B
TEL: + 86 021 68189582
Fax: + 86 021 68189582
web site: http://m.2487343.mmfj.com/
Email: qiandou07@Alisyn.com.

Address: room 2709, material&trade building, no.
2550 north zhongshan road, putuo district,
Shanghai
http://www.hailiang.com
Tel: +86 021-62578549
Fax: +86 021-62854021
E-mail: 603570725 @qq.com

Address: room 35, no. 3150, east China sea,
caojing town, jinshan district, Shanghai
Tel: +86 13002197180
Fax: +86 021-68940271
E-mail: 695524973 @qq.com
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Shanghai Huaxiang Computer Communication
Engineering Co.,Ltd

Founded in 1993 in Shanghai, China, Shanghai Huaxiang Computer Communication Engineering Co.,
Ltd. (SHX) is one high-tech enterprise proficient in designing, manufacturing, marketing and selling RF &
microwave components for satellite and ground communications, cell telephone testing, radar, microwave
communication, science research, broadcast & television area etc.The main products including coaxial
fixed attenuators/terminations,variable & step attenuators, programmable attenuators,microwave test
subsystems,mismatch terminations,phase shifters,directional couplers,coaxial switches,power
meters,coaxial detectors,bias tee,power providers/combiners,circulators/isolators,high power resistors,test
accessories
SHX’s mission is:
1、 Contribute to country with essential national concept.
2、 Always do our best to satisfy our Customer.
3、 Train people and make most fortune to promote society civilization.
Company based in Shanghai Xuhui District Caohejing hi-tech Development Zone.
The company to the quality and credibility is the foundation of the enterprise survival, take the customer
demand as the guidance, hope to continue to get your support and affirmative
Shanghai LC-biotech Co. Ltd., located in shanghai pudong zhangjiang high-tech park. The company is
committed to the development and application of technology and equipments for high quality seedling
production. The core products include the photoautotrophic micropropagation technology and
equipments, plant factory with artificial light technology and equipments, in the service of rare medicinal
herbs and economic plants, ornamental plants, vegetables, seedlings and nursery field.
The company has a special research and development team, chief expert has thirty year experience in
the plant tissue culture, the core r&d team engaged in photoautotrophic micropropagation and plant
factory technical development work over 10 years. The proportion of staff with postgraduate degree
(doctor's degree, master's degree) exceeds 60%. After years of

Shanghai Lc-Biotech Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Tulip Information Technology Co.,Ltd.

research accumulation, the company has series of products and core technology with independent
intellectual property rights " photoautotrophic micropropagation system" and "plant factory system". The
plants produced by the systems showed strong reproductive and quality advantages in commercial
productions. Since the company's products were introduced to the market, it has attracted the attention
of domestic and foreign universities, research institutes and production enterprises, and its high-quality
products and technical services have been well received by customers all over the world.
In the future, the company will to promote transplant production technical innovation as the mission, with
excellent product technology providers as own duty, insist on innovation, sincere dedication, to provide
customers with high quality services.
Founded in 2004, Shanghai Tulip Information Technology Co., Ltd. is a high-tech company with
computer network system services as core business. Guided by the philosophy of meeting customer
demand, Tulip is committed to providing customers with comprehensive
system solutions excellent professional services. With the swift development of information technology,
product upgrade as well as increasingly higher application demand, products are no longer the only
concern of customers. In view of this, Shanghai Tulip Information Technology Co., Ltd. has taken the
lead to the forward-looking 2S+1 concept: security solutions, security services, being controllable.
Meanwhile, we choose suppliers according to specific customer demapply unique approaches for fast
growth.After decades of development, we have become a partner of a lot of well-known international
companies in China. Thanks to IT manufacturers’ constant support, we can provide customers with
affordable prices, quality products first-rate technical services.Shanghai Tulip Information Technology
Co., Ltd. boasts of highly-educated workers engineers with professional certificates. Our team members
have cohesion, rich management implementation experience, strong sense of responsibility awareness
of enduring innovation. Tulip is specialized in establishing core business systems comprehensive
application platforms, with the mission of becoming a pioneer service provider to help companies
business partners to brave the information age.

Address: room 806, no. 168 tianshan branch
road, changning district, Shanghai
Telephone: 021-62342688
Fax: 021-52060289
Email:shanghaiyanweiquan@126.com

Address: no. 123, juli road, zhangjiang hi-tech
co., pudong new area, Shanghai
Website: www.bdcom.com.cn
Tel: 86-21-86
Fax: + 86-21-50801453
Email ：liyao_guoji@bdcom.com.cn

Address: no. 123, juli road, zhangjiang hi-tech
co., pudong new area, Shanghai
Website: www.bdcom.com.cn
Tel: 86-21-86
Fax: + 86-21-50801453
Email : liyao_guoji@bdcom.com.cn
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Shanghai Siic Zhentai Chemical Co., Ltd

Shanghai crystal Crown Environmental Protection
Technology Co.Ltd.

Shanghai Soochen Technology Co., Ltd.

Shanghai SIIC Zhentai Chemical Co., Ltd. is a joint venture, which is established by Shanghai Zongwei
Science & Technology Development Co., Ltd., Shanghai SIIC International Co., Ltd. and Fengxian
Industry General Corp. The existing asset is RMB 136 million, with 200 employees. The annual output
value reaches RMB 200 million. Adhere to market demand as the guide, scientific and technological
innovation as a means, colleges and universities as the technical backing, the company has
independent intellectual property rights and engages in scientific research, production, sales and
services of the professional magnesium series. With an annual capacity of over 20000 tons and a related
raw material base of over 30000 tons capacity, the company becomes one of Chinese biggest modern
enterprise in manufacturing special magnesium oxide series.
The main products are silicone steel grade magnesium oxide and its additives (antimony, boron, titanium,
etc.), environmental - friendly non - oriented silicon steel coating material, electrical grade magnesium
oxide, heating cable grade magnesium oxide, industrial magnesium oxide series and magnesium
hydroxide series, and nano magnesium oxide, etc. With the advanced technology, stable product quality
and excellent service, the company always occupies the first place in domestic industry and sales volume
continuously stays NO.1 among the world. The silicone steel grade magnesium oxide product has been
awarded the first prize by State Education Committee and the first prize of Shanghai Production,
Teaching and Research Combination Project. The products have been rated as Shanghai Famous
Brand Product, Shanghai Famous Trademarks, Shanghai Outstanding New Material Product, Shanghai
Patented New Product, China Chemical Industrial Outstanding Brand, etc.
Shanghai SIIC Zhentai Chemical Co., Ltd. fully implements ISO9001:2008 Quality Management,
ISO14001:2004 Environmental Management, OHSAS18001:2007 Occupational Health and Safety
Management. The company was continuously recognized as Shanghai Hi-Tech Enterprise, Shanghai
Foreign-founded Advanced Technology Enterprise., Shanghai "Dedicated", "Pure", "Characteristic",
"New" Enterprises, and won State Model Unit in Building Sprit Civilization, State Stand-to-contract Credit
Enterprise, State Model Family for Employees and Shanghai Civilization Unit.
Shanghai Jing Guan Environmental Protection Technology Co., Ltd. was founded in May 2010, the
company is the enterprise with R & D, production and sales, the company is mainly engaged in "0"
consumptive material and "0 "pollution supplies air purification products research and development,
production and sales. Indoor "0" air pollution provider. The main products are high energy plasma +
platinum catalyst main air purifier, air purification, air purification air conditioning air system, the main
platinum catalyst air purifying respirator, "0" pollution supplies air purifier, is the trial production of the "0"
and "0" consumptive material supplies of clean air conditioning ， "0" consumptive material supplies
clean fresh air system. These "0" consumptive material supplies purification products, has a unique
competitive advantage in the market: the "0" consumptive material supplies,1, no filter layer, no activated
carbon, permanently without replacing the "filter".2，Purification effect permanent stability, and never
decay. 3 , Purify Comprehensive and thorough . It can remove all the pollutants in the indoor air and
purify the pollutants to 0. 4 permanent without washable (except for the repeated use of primary filter
net). 5 the indoor pollutants thoroughly decomposed into harmless or beneficial substances, no two
pollution, rather than the market generally in the sale of air purification products is a pollutant transfer,
there will be two pollution, will cause misunderstanding and bring harm to consumers. These high energy
plasma technology independent, effective decomposition is in the air of PM2.5 particles, bacteria and
viruses, formaldehyde, toluene, TVOC and other toxic and harmful organic compounds, Jing Guan
products loyal to customers, loyal to consumers, provide convenience for consumers, Jing Guan brand
air
purifier to
save money,
Labor saving,
worry, let
consumers
reallyisget
benefits.
Shanghai
Soochen
Technology
Co., Ltd.Save
registered
capital
of 5 million,
a focus
on car networking,
networking applications with lights, leasing application solutions, innovative high-tech enterprise
integrating design, development, production and sales. The company management team with
management experience 20 years, for the company bigger and stronger into continuous power; sales
team from the domestic well-known car company, has 8 years of networking, car networking related
industry experience, participated in the domestic large-scale government projects, in the short term to
market.

Address: Room A-420H, No.188, Ye Sheng
Road, China(Shanghai) Pilot Free Trade Zone
Website：www.origin-sh.com
Tel：+86 021-63096010
Fax：+86 021-63092765
E-mail:dodochenjie@hotmail.com

Address: 28 / f, aerospace building, 525 north
sichuan road, Shanghai
Website: www.origin-sh.com
Tel: +86 021 63096010
Fax: + 86-021-63096982 * 8038
Email address: zhangzp@origin-sh.com

Address:Floor 3 Building 1 No.45 Jiangchangyi
Road, Jinan District, Shanghai
www.nuoyiman.com
Tel: +8613773182888
E-mail:nuoyiman@nuoyiman.com
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Technology

Shanghai Non-Ferrous Metal Measurement And
Inspection Station
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Technology

Shanghai Jingying Industrial Co. Ltd.

Shanghai Sicence and Tecnologe
Group

Shanghai Science and Technoloy Exchange
Center
Science and Technology Commission of Shanghai
Municipality
Huxing Science and Technology Library
Shanghai Municipal Science and Technology
Awards Center
Shanghai Science and Technology Venture
Capital(Group) Co.,Ltd.
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Shanghai non-ferrous metal measurement and inspection station was established in 1986 and belongs
to shanghai non-ferrous metal trade association. We have passed the certification of measurement
calibration laboratory of Shanghai municipal bureau of quality and technical supervision and obtained
the laboratory accreditation certificate of China national accreditation Committee for conformity
assessment.
Shanghai non-ferrous metal measurement and inspection station has established a strategic partnership
with Shanghai Institute of Measurement and Testing Technology (SIMT), and has also established a
cooperative relationship with other calibration units with the same qualifications, so that this station has a
package of service conditions for strong inspection, calibration, testing and maintenance of enterprise
measurement equipment. And can contact the compulsory verification organization for compulsory
verification on behalf of measuring instruments that belong to compulsory verification.
Business scope: verification and calibration of measuring instruments; Installation, testing, service and
processing of low-voltage electrical equipment; Sales of metal materials, metal materials, building
materials, wires and cables, measuring instruments, measuring equipment, department stores, textiles,
chemical raw materials, and decoration materials; Maintenance, installation and commissioning of
measuring instruments: import and export of goods and technology.
Shanghai Jingying Industrial Co. Ltd. is located in Beijing East Road, Huangpu District, Shanghai.
The company produces and operates: research and development of smart electronics products, smart
products, energy-saving products, instrumentation, monitoring and safety products(except special
controls), fire protection products, power supply products, sensors, LED products, relays, connectors,
switches, solder materials, Metal materials and raw materials(except specialized controls), electronic
components, mechanical and electrical machinery and equipment and products, rubber raw materials,
hardware transportation and power, a class of medical equipment, household appliances, wires and
cables, communication equipment, Sales of building decoration materials, chemical raw materials and
products(except dangerous goods), computer accessories, hydraulic products and accessories, auto
accessories, daily department stores, clothing shoes and caps, textiles, handicrafts(except cultural relics),
exhibition conference services, business consulting.
Purpose of the company: quality based! Excellent innovation!
Company philosophy: Honesty and honesty, enterprise supremacy.

Address：Room 330.NO.81.Lishui
Road.Huangpu District.Shanghai
Tel：+86 021-60934290
Email：526313091@qq.com

Address:RM901, FLOOR 9, NO.10, LANE
198,XIN JIAN EAST RD ,SHANGHAI CHINA
TEL:86-21-62363178
E-mail:cherry@bestresources.cn
Website:http://www.bestresources.cn

